for various pairs of domains were explicitly calculated (see [4] , [6] , [8] , [9] , [10] ). The fundamental relations between the Genchev transform, endogenous operators 2 and L -angles were established in [9] .
In this paper we prove, following the idea of [9] , that in case when A and B are angles with vertices in the origin, such 2 that AuB=C-{0} the L -angle is zero. Proof. We take into consideration three arbitrary domains A,B,C such that We want now to express the norms in (8' ) by norms of the Genchev transform.
We denote for convenience h (t):=G. (t), h (t):=G-(t), and p:= q 1/n = exp(-4nt). r l 2 Theorem 1. Assume that U,V,w ,W 2 ,T 1 ,T 2 are as above. Then:
1) The multiplier for P :
p " %-p= exp(-4irt) , t*0. P P " P*
2) The multiplier for P" M : lim F(p) = 1. P-l (34) shows that the maximum of the quotient of cwo integrands of the expression (21) is equal to 1. From this in a way similar to [9] we obtain that the supremum of (21) is the same e.i. is equal to 1. Thus the supremums in (8' ) and (8) are equal to 1 and this gives our main result.
2
Theorem 2. The L -angle between the sectors A and B does not depend on a,/3,y and is equal to zero.
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 2 we have used the fact that the maximum of the function F(p) can not be greater than 1. However one can show directly that for p>0 and p*l is F(p)<l.
